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Our World

Your steps become your footprint into our world and are steps into becoming a global

citizen, who is it that you intend to be?  You have a choice to care, you have opportunities to

make a contribution. Perhaps someday you will travel the world and your experiences will shape

your views, your passions, and your adventures will provide perspective to keep an open mind

and build a foundation for your goals. The realization that we are all part of a global community,

each and every one of us plays a part in our world and we all have a responsibility to our world.

There are approximately 7.8 billion people in the world and you are one of them. When you look

at yourself in the mirror, who would you like to see in that mirror? You are one who can make

the world shine brighter and yes you can make a difference in the world. You can do that. With

motivation, perseverance, and integrity, you have an opportunity to make our world a better

place.  Others may encourage you to become who they want you to be, ultimately you have to

decide who you would like to become as a person and as a global citizen.

When you take that first step out the door going to work or school or however your day

begins, think about the way you act, the way you treat others. How do you respect our world, our

planet, how will you contribute as a global citizen? You may already contribute without realizing

it. Kindness, respect to people, and respect for nature are very important pieces of the bigger

picture of being a global citizen. Even the seemingly small act of having a genuine smile on your

face and being kind and compassionate can make someone's day. Every sunrise brings a new day

to enjoy, to live life to its fullest. Bringing people together where we all feel included and we all

feel like we matter is vital to the world we leave for those generations to come. Continue to

move forward and look toward the future because your first authentic steps develop into the

footprint you leave in our world, it belongs to all of us.


